
Amlogic S905W4 SOC 5G Dual Band WiFi Internet TV Box

 Product Parameters
Model No.: Amlogic S905W4 5G
CPU Amlogic S905W4 Quad Core ARM Cortex A53 @2GHz
GPU Penta-core Mali-450MP GPU@750MHz, OpenGL ES 1.1/2.0 and OpenVG 1.1 support
Memory DDR3:1GB(Option:2GB)
Flash eMMC:8GB/16GB
WiFi Amlogic W1: 2.4G & 5G; Support WiFi IEEE 802.11 b / g / n / ac
Moudle Plastic: Black Color
Power DC 5V/2A
I/O 1*HDMI 4K*2K UHD Output, HDMI 2.0A

1*AV OUT 480i/576i standard definition output
2*USB 2* USB2.0 Host Port
1* IR Reciver 3.5mm Earphone jack, Remote Reciver Connect
1*RJ45 100M Ethernet
1* Micro SD card Support

Software
OS Android 9.0 OS
Video * AMLogic video Engine(AVE)with dedicated hardware decoders and encoders

* Supports multiple "secured" video decoding sessions and simultaneous decoding and encoding
* Video/Picture Decoding
   -VP9 Profile-2 up to 4K*2K@30fps
   -H.265 HEVC MP-10@L5.1 up to 4K*2K@@30fps
   -H.264 AVC HP@L5.1 up to 4K*2K@30fps
   -H.264 MVC up to 1080P@60fps
   -MPEG-4 ASP@L5 up to 1080P@60fps(ISO-14496)
   -WMV/VC-1 SP/MP/AP up to 1080P@60fps
   -AVS-P16(AVS+) /AVS-P2 JiZhun Profile up to 1080P@60fps
   -MPEG2 MP/HL up to 1080P@60fps
   -MPEG1 MP/HL up to 1080P@60fps
   -RealVideo 8/9/10 up to 1080P@60fps

Image HD JPEG, BMP, GIF, PNG, TIF
Language English French German Spanish Italian etc multilateral languages
Online Browse all video websites,support Netflix,Hulu,Flixster, Youtube, etc.
Apps Apps download freely form android market, amazon app store etc.
Medium Local Media playback, Support HDD, U Disck , SD/MMC Card
Talk online Support SKYPE video call, MSN, facebook, twitter, QQ etc
Others Support 2.4G wireless mouse/keyboard





















In the era of digital streaming and online entertainment, having a reliable and high-performance TV
box is essential for accessing your favorite content with ease. Our Amlogic S905W4 SOC 5G Dual
Band WiFi Internet TV Box is designed to meet the demands of today's entertainment enthusiasts,
offering unparalleled connectivity, advanced features, and exceptional performance.

At the heart of our TV box lies the powerful Amlogic S905W4 chipset, renowned for its reliability and
efficiency. With its quad-core Cortex-A53 CPU and Mali-G31 GPU, this chipset ensures smooth and
responsive performance, allowing you to navigate through menus, launch apps, and stream content
without any lag or stutter.

One of the standout features of our Amlogic S905W4 TV Box is its support for dual-band 5G WiFi
connectivity. With both 2.4GHz and 5GHz WiFi bands available, you can enjoy faster and more stable
internet connections, even in crowded network environments. Say goodbye to buffering and lag
during streaming sessions, and experience uninterrupted entertainment at home.

Experience stunning visuals with support for 4K Ultra HD resolution, bringing your favorite movies,



TV shows, and videos to life with vivid colors and sharp detail. Whether you're watching the latest
blockbuster movie or streaming your favorite TV series, every scene will be rendered in breathtaking
clarity, immersing you in the action like never before.

Navigating through your entertainment options is effortless with our Amlogic S905W4 TV Box,
thanks to its intuitive user interface and user-friendly remote control. Accessing your favorite apps,
streaming services, and content is just a few clicks away, allowing you to spend more time enjoying
your favorite shows and less time searching for them.

Our TV box offers access to a wide range of apps and services, including popular streaming
platforms, social media apps, and gaming applications. Whether you're a movie buff, a music lover,
or a gaming enthusiast, there's something for everyone to enjoy on our Amlogic S905W4 TV Box.

In addition to its entertainment features, our TV box also doubles as a versatile multimedia device.
With support for USB and HDMI inputs, you can easily connect external storage devices, cameras,
and other peripherals to expand its functionality. Whether you're sharing photos with friends and
family or playing media files from a USB drive, our TV box has you covered.

Furthermore, our Amlogic S905W4 TV Box comes in a compact and stylish design that complements
any home entertainment setup. Its sleek and minimalist design blends seamlessly with your existing
decor, while its compact size makes it easy to place in any space.

In conclusion, our Amlogic S905W4 SOC 5G Dual Band WiFi Internet TV Box offers an unparalleled
entertainment experience with its advanced features, blazing-fast connectivity, and stunning visuals.
Whether you're streaming your favorite content, playing games, or browsing the web, our TV box
delivers the performance and reliability you need to enjoy a truly immersive entertainment
experience at home. Elevate your home entertainment setup with our Amlogic S905W4 TV Box
today.

https://www.sztomato.com/products/hd-internet-tv-box.html

